In Brief
Movements often slow at their end. Changes in motor neuron firing typically underlie slowing in large limbs. von Twickel et al. show that muscles produce large transient passive force during stretches, and small limb slowing can arise from passive force the antagonist muscle produces as it is stretched by shortening of the agonist (active) muscle.
INTRODUCTION
Producing rapid movements accurately is difficult. This problem is well demonstrated by biologically based attempts to model stick insect walking, in which the tradeoff between speed and stability in swing makes obtaining stable hexapod gaits difficult [1] . Model searches show that incorporating position-and/or velocity-dependent servomechanisms can create stable and rapid swing movements [2, 3] .
One such servomechanism could be antagonist muscle passive force. Muscle passive forces are viscoelastic [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , i.e., they are large during and soon after stretch to a new length, and slowly decline to a quasi-steady-state level ( Figure 1A) , a process called stress relaxation [13] . In stick insect, the timedependent component has been called ''dynamic'' or ''phasic'' passive force [14] [15] [16] [17] . We now realize these terms are too general. We here call the early force in excess of the quasi-steadystate level ''transient'' passive force.
Antagonist (passive) muscle torque opposes agonist (active) muscle torque, and antagonist muscle force would increase [7, 14, 16] (Results) as the antagonist continually lengthens as movement continues. Passive forces could thus slow movements as they proceed, allowing high velocity at movement beginning but slowing them as movement endpoint approaches.
Limb mass varies as size cubed but muscle force as size squared. Scaling predicts that unloaded limb movements (reaches and swings in locomotion) are therefore controlled differently in large and small limbs [17, 18] . This difference has been observed in multiple vertebrate species, including humans [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , and is well captured by the following quotation: ''Dynamic movement trajectories of low mass systems [are] predominantly influenced by passive viscoelastic joint forces and torques compared to momentum and inertia.'' [20] .
To appreciate this statement, consider swing movements in large (larger than cat hind leg) limbs. Swing is initiated by flexor muscle contraction that accelerates the limb. Swing lengthens the extensors, which consequently generate passive force opposing the swing. However, this opposing torque is so small relative to limb mass that, even if flexor contraction ceased after initial limb acceleration, extensor torque would only slightly decelerate the limb over the remainder of swing. In large limbs, flexor motor neuron firing can (and does; Figure 7 in [17] ) therefore cease once swing has begun and swing continue to its end due to limb momentum alone. Large limb movement is thus primarily determined by inertia (agonist muscle force acts primarily to accelerate limb mass) and momentum.
In small limbs, limb mass is so small relative to active and passive muscle (or sometimes joint-generated) [17, 29] torques that, except for very rapid movements [30] , it can be neglected. Except for these special cases, joint angle is always the angle at which extension and flexion torques are equal. Rest position is the angle at which extension and flexion passive torques are equal [17, 29, [31] [32] [33] . To move the joint, the agonist muscle is activated. Agonist torque thus becomes larger than antagonist rest passive torque. The limb therefore begins to move, stretching the antagonist and shortening the agonist. Agonist force now depends on its activation level, length, and shortening velocity and antagonist muscle passive force on its length, lengthening velocity, and the lengthening it has experienced to this time [7, 14, 16] (Results). The joint drives to a position and angular velocity at which active and passive torques are equal. Unless this is a joint angular velocity of zero, at the next instant, the muscles have new lengths, which changes the forces they produce. The joint therefore drives to a new position and angular velocity at which active and passive torques are equal. This process continues as long as active and passive torques are not equal at zero joint angular velocity. Were the active muscle ever to cease producing force, the joint would return to the rest angle, where extension and flexion passive torques are equal. Momentum thus plays a negligible role in small limb movement, and agonist muscle primarily acts against opposing passive torques.
Progressive slowing (after initial limb acceleration) is seen in many large and small limb movements. In stick insect (Carausius morosus) swing, femur-tibia (FT) joint velocity (after its initial acceleration) steadily slows during extension [2, 34] . Analysis by us of data in Figure 1C of [29] shows that, in locust, unloaded extensions also slow, primarily at movement end (100% occurs in the last 25% of the joint angle change and 57% in the last 5%).
The discussion above predicts that, in large limbs, passive antagonist muscle forces would play a negligible role in movement slowing. Indeed, in large limbs, the movement velocity profile is typically achieved by agonist activity to accelerate the limb to a high velocity, then antagonist activity to slow velocity, and finally agonist activity again to produce slow movements for the final approach [35] . However, in cockroach and stick insect swing, agonist-antagonist-agonist motor neuron firing is not observed [36, 37] .
We therefore hypothesized that progressive slowing in small limbs might be due to opposing passive forces. In locust, passive flexion forces originate within the FT joint itself [29] , which may explain slowing occurring primarily at movement end. In stick insect, FT passive flexion force primarily arises from flexor (flexor tibiae) muscle stretch [17] . The steady post-acceleration slowing during swing in Carausius could thus be due to flexor muscle stretch as the FT joint extends. We measured flexor passive force induced by stretches spanning the range of velocities, ; in both traces, red shows data during stretch) that declined when muscle held at new length (black portions of both traces). Before red:black juncture, time is shown in seconds; after, in minutes. Asterisk marks quasi-steady-state, where passive force is often measured. Green line, force predicted from quasisteady-state measurements. Difference between red-black and green curves is ''transient'' passive force. amplitudes, and positions present in physiological swings. We used these data and a model of extensor (extensor tibiae) active force production [16, 38, 39] to predict FT joint movement in response to constant extensor muscle activation. The model could always produce initially rapid swings that slowed at swing end. Flexor muscle passive forces can thus alone shape withinmovement velocity profiles.
Preliminary versions of some of this work have appeared in abstract form (C. Guschlbauer et al., 2017, 12 th 
RESULTS

Forces-Torques: Muscle Space-Joint Space
Flexor muscles were stretched by a hook through the apodeme (STAR Methods). Apodemes are 20-to 40-fold stiffer than tendons [40] . Measured forces were therefore primarily muscle generated. Muscles apply force through moment arms (STAR Methods; Figure S1B ). The resulting torque depends on force amplitude and moment arm length, which varies with joint angle (a). Extensor and flexor torque magnitudes are muscle force 3 lever length 3 sin(a), where a is 180 for full extension and 0 for full flexion (which cannot, in vivo, be achieved). Similar relationships link all aspects of muscle length-joint angle and muscle velocity-joint angular velocity ( Figure S1B ).
These relationships profoundly affect system activity. At 90 , a given muscle force produces a joint torque twice that at 30 and 150 and a given joint angular velocity corresponds to a muscle velocity twice that at 30 and 150 . System activity must be followed in both coordinate systems because muscle force depends on muscle length, velocity, and length change amplitude, but limb movement depends on torque, which depends on joint angle, angular velocity, and angle change amplitude. Discussing the data in muscle coordinates is non-intuitive (what joint angle a given muscle length corresponds to is not obvious). In the text, we therefore use joint terminology even when referring to muscle level data (e.g., a 20 muscle stretch). We use muscle coordinates in figures presenting muscle level data. Muscle lengths are expressed as deviations from the muscle's length at a 90 joint angle (D muscle length; STAR Methods; Figure S1B ) [14] . Flexor and extensor velocities, forces, and torques have opposite signs. We refer here only to the magnitudes of these vectors, with the understanding that flexor lengthening corresponds to extensor shortening and vice versa.
Steady-State Passive Force
Steady-state passive force is measured after enough time (tens to hundreds of seconds) that transient force decline has become very slow (asterisk) [14, 16, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . Steady-state passive force increased exponentially with flexor length ( Figure 1B ). The trigonometric relationship between force and torque transformed this monotonic dependence in muscle space to a peaked relationship in joint space, with torque increasing to joint angles around 130 -150 and then decreasing ( Figure 1C ).
Transient Passive Force
The green line in Figure 1A shows the passive force predicted for the Figure 1A ramp using the muscle's steady-state force:length curve. The red and black traces show the actual forces that occurred. We define transient passive force as the difference between the red-black and green curves. The stretch in Figure 1A was much slower (0.1 mm/s) than almost all physiological swings (see Figure S6 ). In this case, transient and steady-state force magnitudes were about equal. In most physiological stretches, transient passive force can be tens of times larger than steadystate passive force (see below and Figure S6 ). It is the passive force that occurs during movements, not the force present tens or hundreds of seconds after movement end, that is behaviorally relevant in movement control. Transient passive force therefore must be included when considering the role of passive forces in generating movement.
Preliminary experiments showed that transient passive force depended on stretch amplitude, stretch velocity, and the muscle length at which stretch was applied (C. Guschlbauer et al., 2017, 12 th Meeting German Neurosci. Soc., abstract; A. von Twickel et al., 2014, Neurovisionen 10 Conference, abstract; A. von Twickel et al., 2013, 10 th Meeting German Neurosci. Soc., abstract). We therefore measured transient passive force as a function of these three variables. Physiological FT joint angles range from 30 to 170 . FT joint swing angular velocities typically reach 450 /s-500 /s [34] , and velocities of 1,200 /s have been reported [6] . We therefore stretched (STAR Methods; Figure S2 ) flexor muscles with (linear in joint space) ramps corresponding to swings to 170 from start angles of 30 . Force responses began with a steep slope that then decreased. For the present analysis, the important data were the forces at 50 ms (green diamonds with red outline). Total passive force increased continuously as the length at which the force was measured increased ( Figures 2A1 and 2A2) .
When mean data for all experiments and velocities (key at column bottom) were plotted ( Figure 2B1 ), transient passive force decreased at long muscle lengths, resulting in single peaked dependencies on muscle length at all non-zero velocities. Force increased with velocity at all lengths. Transient forces were almost always larger than steady-state forces (0 /s data), sometimes substantially so. At the À0.2 mm muscle length, transient force at 1,200 /s was some 24 times steady-state force. Transformation to joint space made these single-peaked dependencies more pronounced (even steady-state passive torque declined at large joint angles). Torques reached a maximum at angles around 110 and then declined ( Figure 2B2 amplitude (a 90 -170 ramp), total passive force increased with velocity ( Figures 3A1 and 3A2 ). Grouped data ( Figure 3B1 ) showed that transient passive force increased with velocity at all movement amplitudes (key at column bottom) and with movement amplitude at all velocities. Mean torque similarly increased with both joint angular velocity and movement amplitude ( Figure 3B2 60 , 40 , and 20 , respectively) . Mean torque increased with movement amplitude but was single peaked versus joint angle, increasing to joint angles of 130 and then decreasing ( Figure 4B2 ). 
Dependence of Total Passive Torque on Velocity, Angle, and Movement Amplitude and Its Interanimal Variation
To show the dependence of torque on all three variables requires a four-dimensional plot (one axis each for angular velocity, joint angle, and movement amplitude and a fourth for torque). We overcame this difficulty by plotting torque (z axis) versus joint angle (x axis) and joint angular velocity (y axis) for each movement amplitude (20 , 40 , 60 , 80 , 100 , 120 , and 140 ; Figures 5A-5G). Data points are means and SDs of all experiments. Plots lose lines of points as movement amplitude increases for the same reason as in Figure 4 . The same dependencies observed in the two-dimensional figures occur across joint space (and muscle space; Figure S6 ). Torque increased with movement velocity at all movement amplitudes and joint angles. At all velocities, torque first increased with joint angle and then decreased. Torque increased with amplitude at all velocities and joint angles.
Large inter-animal variation is frequently observed in stick insects [14, 38, [45] [46] [47] . The shape of the passive flexor torque surface was relatively well conserved across animals. Torque magnitude, alternatively, varied approximately two-fold (Figures 5H, smallest; 5I, close to mean; and 5J, largest; each panel 20 movement amplitude; equivalent of Figure 5A1 ).
Movement Simulation: Flexor Muscle Passive Forces Produced Progressively Declining within-Movement Velocities
Active extensor torque can be calculated from the extensor moment arm and an existing extensor muscle model [39] . The data in Figure 5 are from ramps with continually increasing joint angle, the movement type that occurs during swing. The extensor and flexor data can therefore be combined to simulate swing movements. This modeling depends on two equalities. First, at any moment, there is only one joint angular velocity: ''flexor'' and ''extensor'' joint angular velocities thus always have equal magnitudes. Second, because of the nature of small limb movement control explained in the Introduction, flexor and extensor torques must always have equal magnitudes.
What is therefore necessary is to plot extensor and flexor torque versus angular velocity curves for each joint angle in the movement. At the intersection of each joint angle's extensor and flexor curves, flexor angular velocity equals extensor angular velocity and flexor torque equals extensor torque. At each joint angle, the system will thus be at this torque-angular velocity point. Unless this intersection has zero angular velocity, in the next moment, the joint will have a new angle. The system is now governed by this joint angle's extensor and flexor torque versus angular velocity curves and moves to the intersection of these new curves. Repeating this process from joint start angle to joint end angle gives system joint angle and torque across time.
These models have a large number of parameters. In models with large numbers of parameters, it is incorrect to use acrossexperiment means of model parameters. Models specific for each individual muscle should be used instead [39, 48] . We had models of ten extensor muscles from [38] and data from ten flexor muscles in the work presented here. We initially simulated FT joint movement with a muscle in each set that produced forces close to each set's mean (experiment no. 4 for our data; muscle no. 6 from [38] ; Figure 6A ). The extensor was 50% activated throughout the simulation. This is not the activity extensor A1 B1 A2 B2 . See text for explanation of varying numbers of points in curves. Force increased with movement amplitude and muscle length (B1). Torque increased with movement amplitude but was single peaked versus joint angle, increasing to a joint angle of 130 and then decreasing (B2).
motor neurons show in real steps; extensor motor neuron activity declines during swing [37] . We used a constant extensor activation to test whether flexor passive properties alone could cause progressive slowing during swing. In real swings, flexor passive force and changes in extensor motor neuron activity presumably act in concert to slow swing. All simulations were swings from 30 to 170 . At 30 , passive torque is the steadystate value, which was zero for flexor no. 4 (bottom horizontal dashed purple line). Extensor shortening would have to be extremely large for its FV curve to produce zero force. In the actual case, this initial part of the movement would not be governed by the equality measures described above. Movement velocity would instead depend on the time course of extensor force development, which begins before swing beginning [37] , and residual forces from the preceding flexor active contraction [32] (which may, however, be reduced by increased common inhibitor activity at swing beginning) [49] . We therefore placed the 30 point at the passive steady-state torque value and to the left of the y axis to indicate that angular velocity is unspecified for this joint angle.
The next angle for which we measured force responses is 50 . Because the movement began at 30 , 50 corresponds to a 20 movement amplitude. The flexor passive torque versus angular velocity curve (yellow dashed line just above the 30 passive force line) is therefore the torques at all velocities at a 50 joint angle in the 20 movement amplitude plot ( Figure 5A ). The extensor active torque versus angular velocity curve (solid yellow line) is calculated from the extensor no. 6 muscle model. The intersection of these two curves shows that, at this joint angle, extensor-flexor torque magnitude is about 2 mN$m and joint angular velocity is about 1,100 /s. This joint velocity is not zero. Joint angle therefore continues to increase. The next angle for which we measured data is 70 , a 40 movement amplitude for a movement beginning at 30 . We therefore repeat the process above using flexor data from the 40 movement amplitude plot ( Figure 5B ). This gives the dashed blue line just above the 50 passive force line. The solid blue line is the force produced by extensor no. 6 at 70 . The intersection shows that at this joint angle, extensor-flexor torque magnitude is about 6 mN$m and joint angular velocity about 550 /s. This joint velocity is again not zero, and the process Analysis of the muscle data from which the torque surfaces were calculated (see STAR Methods) showed a weak dependence on time into experiment (p = 0.0443; magnitude 0.006) and strong dependencies on velocity (p = 2.2 3 10 À16 ; magnitude 0.131), position (p = 2.2 3 10 À16 ; magnitude 0.369), and movement amplitude (p = 2.2 3 10 À16 ; magnitude 0.667). Velocity and position (p = 4.6 3 10 À10 ; magnitude À0.058) and position and movement amplitude (p = 2.2 3 10 À16 ; magnitude À0.522) showed interaction effects.
(H-J) Torque magnitude showed large inter-animal variability (H, smallest; I, close to 10-animal mean; J, largest). Data from 20 movement amplitude ramps are shown. See Figure S6 for these data in muscle space. (D) When simulations of the five flexors with rapid joint angular velocities at large joint angles in (B1) were run with lower extensor no. 6 activations, for all muscles an activation level (numbers in lines) could be found at which small joint angular velocities occurred at all large joint angles. The higher the angular velocity at large angles in (B1), the lower the activation level that gave small angular velocities in (D). See Figure S1B for schematic of FT joint and detailed analysis of limb moment arms.
outlined above therefore continues for joint angles of 90 , 110 , 130 , 150 , and 170 (key in inset, Figure 6A ; the dashed flexor passive torque versus angular velocity curves being taken from, respectively, the 60 , 80 , 100 , 120 , and 140 movement amplitude plots; Figures 5C-5G ; the solid extensor active torque versus angular velocity curves calculated from the extensor muscle model).
Joint angular velocity continuously decreased as joint angle increased (x axis is reversed), reaching values of 250 /s to 200 /s by swing end (130 , 150 , and 170 points). Extensor muscle activation is constant throughout the trajectory, and for angles less than 150 , the extensor torque lines change relatively little as joint angle changes. The velocity decreases for angles less than 150 therefore occur almost exclusively because of the changes in flexor torque with joint angle (the large shifts of the dashed lines). Joint angular velocity thus slows as swing proceeds with a constant extensor muscle activation, and the large majority of this slowing occurs because of changes in flexor muscle passive torque.
We next simulated the trajectories of all ten flexor muscle models versus extensor no. 6, again 50% activated ( Figure 6B1 ). In five of the models (170 points surrounded by an oval), angular velocity continually slowed as joint angle-time increased. In the other five (best seen in the stacked plot; Figure 6B2 ), joint angular velocity decreased until joint angles around 110 -130 and then showed large increases, in some cases to velocities as large as 1,200 /s. The flexor muscles in these five cases all developed small maximum torques ( Figure 5H is one of these muscles). This and Figure 6A show why their velocities increased at large joint angles. The passive torque-velocity curves (dashed lines) in Figure 6A shifted upward (produced greater torque) as joint angle increased from 30 to 130 . The 150 curve, alternatively, was similar to the 130 curve, and the 170 curve produced much less torque, values similar to those at 70 . Even with this drop, for flexor no. 4, the intersection of the 170 flexor and extensor torque-velocity curves was at a small angular velocity. For the five curves with late increases in angular velocity, at large joint angles, the flexor curves were much lower than those in Figure 6A . For instance, if the 170 dashed line (magenta) in Figure 6A was shifted downward 5 mN$m, it would intersect the solid 170 line at an angular velocity of around 1,100 /s. This explanation predicts that, for strong flexor muscles, such as flexor no. 4, joint angular velocity at large angles will decrease if extensor muscle torque decreases, and for weaker flexor muscles, decreasing extensor torque will result in low joint velocities at large joint angles. Changing extensor force by altering extensor activation bore out both predictions. When acting against flexor no. 4, varying extensor no. 6 activation from 100% to 25% shifted joint velocity at the 170 angle from about 275 /s to 50 /s ( Figure 6C ). When acting against the five weak flexor muscles, reducing extensor no. 6 activation to the amounts shown for each trajectory resulted in joint angular velocities remaining small at large joint angles ( Figure 6D ). Tellingly, the three flexors (nos. 2, 6, and 10) that against 50% extensor no. 6 activation had 1,200 /s joint velocities at the 170 angle required the greatest reduction in extensor activation to have small joint velocities at large joint angles.
DISCUSSION
We measured steady-state and transient passive torques in stick insect flexor muscle to stretches mimicking the flexor lengthenings present in swing and used these data to model FT joint movement to simulated constant extensor muscle activations. For extensor and flexor muscles with appropriately matched overall torque magnitudes, the model always produced movements with continuously declining swing velocities.
Transient Passive Muscle Forces Must Be Included when Examining Passive Muscle Force
Models of passive force magnitude and decay to ramp [7, [10] [11] [12] or sinusoidal [11] muscle length changes have been developed. However, none of these express transient force as a function of muscle length change properties. Our data show that transient passive force during movement depends on movement position, movement amplitude, and velocity. Transient passive force is thus much more complicated than steady-state passive force. Flexor transient passive forces could be 10-fold larger or more than flexor steady-state forces. Transient passive forces several times larger than steady-state force have also been observed in other systems [10, 13] . In stick insect FT joint, total passive force can rival active force magnitudes: flexor passive force can be as large as 100 mN, about 20% of flexor maximum active force at a 90 joint angle [50] and 50% of extensor maximum active force at a 90 joint angle [14, 38] . Passive torques rivaling active ones have also been predicted in models of aimed leg movements in locust [31] .
Large Inter-animal Variability Implies Matching on Muscle or Motor Neuron Levels
Flexor passive force showed large inter-animal variation, and different extensor activations were required to achieve similar velocity profiles with flexors from different animals. Producing progressively slowing velocity profiles therefore requires matching agonist-antagonist muscle pairs and/or motor neuron activity. Animals could achieve this goal in two ways. The first is matching flexor and extensor inherent ''strengths'' so that slowing occurs over the full range of extensor motor neuron firing. The second, if ''strong'' extensors are to be matched to ''weak'' flexors, is limiting extensor motor neuron firing so that extensor torque never becomes large enough to prevent passive slowing or having flexor motor neurons fire at a low constant rate during extension to increase flexor force responses to stretch. Both mechanisms have been observed in other systems [36, 51, 52] .
Relation to Preflexes
Preflexes are zero-delay restorative responses arising from muscle and biomechanical properties [53] [54] [55] . Passive forces occur with zero delay and are undoubtedly important in preflex generation. However, as here, they play a role in generating movements other than restorative ones. Passive forces shaping movement velocity profiles is thus not a preflex but rather reflects the fact that passive forces play a role in all small limb movements: voluntary; reflex; and preflex.
Passive Forces, Movement Generation, and Evolution of Motor Control Systems
The data presented here show that, in small limbs, antagonist muscle passive torques can, even in response to constant agonist motor neuron activity, produce the progressive slowing present in many movements. Although this slowing may also involve changes in agonist motor neuron activity, this ability relieves the nervous system of the need to control all aspects of this slowing by changes in motor neuron activity alone. These data are thus consistent with the embodied concept of motor control [56] [57] [58] , in which muscle and biomechanical properties generate many aspects of behavior and nervous system, muscle, and biomechanical properties co-evolve as a unified whole.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODELS AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Animals
Experiments were performed at 20-24 C on adult female stick insects (Carausius morosus) from a colony housed at the University of Cologne. Animals were fed twice weekly with fresh blackberry leaves and were exposed to a 12:12 h light-dark cycle. Animal mass and body length were measured before each experiment.
METHOD DETAILS Dissection and Set-Up
The insect was tethered with shortened insect pins on a balsa wood platform and all legs were amputated except the right middle, whose femur was embedded in dental cement (Protemp II, 3M Deutschland GmbH, Neuss, Germany) ( Figure S1A ; sketch drawn in CorelDraw (Corel Corporation, Ottawa, Canada) and modified in Canvas X (Deneba Software)). The thorax was opened dorsally with a longitudinal cut and two small 45 cuts were made on each end of the longitudinal cut. The gut was pulled aside. On the mesothoracic right side, fat tissue, tracheae, large parts of the pro-and retractor coxae muscles, and all side nerves were removed, except the nervus cruris (ncr; nomenclature of leg nerves according to [59] ), which contains the axons of all flexor motor neurons [60] . The ncr was pinched close to the mesothoracic ganglion and the portion distal to the site of the pinch was lifted onto the hooks of a custom-built bipolar electrode, dried, and isolated with white petroleum jelly (Bad-Apotheke Heinz-Peter Fichter e.K., Bad Rothenfelde, Germany). The femur was opened distally, and the entire extensor muscle, the femoral chordotonal organ apodeme, the retractor unguis muscle apodeme, the main leg trachea, a few destroyed flexor fibers, and most of the distal dorsal and lateral femoral cuticle were removed.
The apodeme of the flexor muscle was then cut and set to the length it had at a 90 FT angle before the cut. In earlier work (e.g., [14] ) we called this length ''rest length'', but now refer to it as ''lm f90 '' to avoid possible confusion with the meaning of ''rest length'' as the length at which, with zero activation, the muscle produces zero force. However, we retain the convention that this length is defined as muscle length zero, and thus shortenings and lengthenings from it are, respectively, negative and positive muscle lengths. All muscle lengths reported here are thus deviations from this length, and are referred to as D muscle length. Actual flexor muscle lengths are D muscle length plus about 10.5 mm ( Figure S1B3 ).
The apodeme was connected by a hook-shaped insect pin to the lever of an Aurora Dual Mode Lever System 300B (Aurora Scientific Inc., Ontario, Canada). This apparatus simultaneously monitors muscle force and length (black arrows, Figure S1A) 3. Spike2 data export script a signal resolution of 0.3 mN and 1 micron, respectively. In six of the ten experiments, we also used instant adhesive (Loctite 406, Henkel Corp., Dublin, Ireland) to ensure a firm connection between the hook and the apodeme end. In most experiments, the ncr was cut in the distalmost part of the femur and the tibia was removed (preparation shown in Figure S1A includes the tibia). Muscle length changes were driven by a sequencer script in Spike2 version 7 (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) that programmed the changes of all four trials shown in Figure S2E ( Figure S1A , red arrow to ''In'' input on Position portion of the Aurora schematic, for details on the length changes in the trials, see Muscle Length Change Protocol below). The force signal was filtered (low-cut DC, high-cut 250 Hz) with a custom-built amplifier/signal conditioner (model MA 102). Before each experiment the signal was adjusted to zero with the insect pin resting on the distal femur without the muscle being attached. After each experiment signal baseline was again checked the same way for any small offset that had occurred and the entire force trace was shifted post hoc accordingly. The sequencer script also triggered current pulses generated by a custom-built Universal Digital Stimulator (model MS 501) via a custom-built stimulation isolation unit (SIU; lower red arrow in Figure S1A ) to elicit action potentials in ncr motor axons through the bipolar electrode. Amplifier/signal conditioner, Stimulator, SIU, and bipolar electrode all were built by the Animal Physiology Electronics Workshop at the University of Cologne.
Drops of saline [61] were applied to the distal flexor apodeme throughout the experiment to prevent the muscle from drying out.
Muscle Length Change Protocol
The goal of this protocol was to test independently for dependence of passive force of the flexor muscle on stretch amplitude, stretch velocity, and the muscle length at which the force was measured. This goal was achieved by a hierarchical sequence of tests. In order to perform these tests it was necessary to be able to convert between muscle-based and joint-angle based coordinate systems.
Conversions between coordinate systems
Testing the interaction between active extensor and passive flexor forces requires examining the data relative to FT joint angle, but interpretation of some of the data is more intuitive in terms of muscle units, which is also the convention in the muscle literature. We therefore present the data here and in the main text in two forms: 1) FT-joint torques (mN$m), angles ( ), and angular velocities ( /s) (''joint space'') and 2) flexor muscle forces (mN), lengths (mm), and velocities (mm/s) (''muscle space''). For ease of presentation, however, even when writing about the data in muscle space, we typically refer to muscle lengths, movement amplitudes, and velocities in degree and /s terms (e.g., ''a stretch to a muscle length-joint angle of 70 ''), with the implicit understanding that we are actually referring to the muscle lengths, amplitudes, and velocities that correspond to these joint space coordinates. Figure axes for muscle space data are always in muscle space units (mm, mm/s, mN), with muscle lengths always being differences from the length at a 90 joint angle, i.e., D muscle length (see Dissection and Set-Up above). Transformation between coordinate systems requires knowing the joint geometry and trigonometric relationships between the parameters ( Figure S1B) . The extensor and flexor muscle have different mean lever lengths (L e , 0.28 ± 0.02 mm; L f , 0.56 ± 0.04 mm) [14] . Lever lengths used in the simulations were 0.28 mm for the extensor and 0.564 mm for the flexor. As joint angle (a; full extension, 180 ; full flexion, 0 ) changes, the flexor moment arm (ma f ) equals L f $sin(a) (Figures S1B1 and S1B2). The change in flexor length from the length at a joint angle of 90 , Dlm f , equals -L f $cos(a) ( Figure S1B1 ). Flexor muscle length (lm f ) equals flexor length at a joint angle of 90 (lm f90 ) plus Dlm f (Figures S1B1 and S1B3 ). Flexor stretch velocity (vm f ) equals v a $-1/ $L f $sin(a) ( Figures S1B1 and S1B4 ). Note the large decline in muscle velocity that occurs at small and large joint angles, e.g., for any given joint angular velocity, at a joint angle of 150 muscle velocity is half the velocity that occurs at 90 . Dependence on position and movement amplitude These tests were performed with three repetitions of the same lengthening ramp. In the example shown in Figures S2A and S2B , the ramp began and ended at joint angles of 70 and 170 and had a slope (angular velocity) of 400 /sec. The ramps were linear in joint space. Due to the coordinate transform explained above, they were therefore non-linear in the muscle space in which Figure S2 is presented. The rising portion of the ''D muscle length'' trace in Figure S2A is hence not a straight line, but instead has a continually decreasing slope (see also Figure S1B3 ). After each lengthening ramp, the muscle was returned to its starting length (in this example, 70 ) with a linear ramp with a velocity of 1 mm/s. We measured muscle force at intervals of 20 . The ramp shown began at 70 and thus gave force measurements at joint angles of 90, 110, 130, 150, and 170 (green diamonds with red outline). Movement amplitudes were always measured relative to start position. This ramp thus gave force measurements for movement amplitudes of 20 (90 minus 70 ), 40 (110 minus 70 ); 60 (130 minus 70 ), 80 (150 minus 70 ), and 100 (170 minus 70 ), with all these movement amplitudes having the same start joint angle (70 ) and ramp slope (400 /sec).
Three repetitions of each ramp were performed because 1) in rare cases, despite the nerve being crushed, spontaneous muscle activity or other artifacts during a ramp made a single passive force measurement unusable and 2) preliminary experiments with five repetitions showed there was no substantial force difference between the second and the fifth responses to each ramp (A. von Twickel et al., 2013, 10th Meeting German Neurosci. Soc., abstract). The force response to the second ramp ( Figure S2B , yellow box) was typically used for analysis, with the third response being used if the second response was contaminated and the first response if both the second and third responses were contaminated. After each return to starting length, the muscle was held at the holding length for 3 s before the next ramp was applied.
When a muscle is held at a constant length after a lengthening ramp is applied, passive force slowly declines ( Figure 1A and references in article text). At the end of the ramps returning the muscles to the starting length, force similarly continued to change after the end of the ramp, except in this case force increased rather than decreased. Despite the slow velocity of the return ramps, these force increases could be on the order of 1-2 mN from ramp end to the beginning of the next lengthening (measurement) ramp. As in Figure 1A , the large majority of this change occurred immediately after return ramp end. However, we were still concerned that, at the time of the next measurement ramp, the force may not have fully returned to the steady-state level.
Inducing a small isometric contraction during the force increase appeared, after the active force had declined to zero, to ''re-set'' the increasing force to a larger level, one closer to the steady-state value that the force increase appeared to be approaching. In all experiments we therefore had the sequencer script trigger a stimulation of the ncr with two square pulses (duration 0.5 ms or 1 ms, depending on the experiment) at 50 Hz 2 s before each lengthening ramp ( Figure S2B, shown in red) . Current stimulation amplitude T was determined before each experiment by increasing stimulation amplitude until further increases did not increase the isometric muscle force response to the two 50 Hz-pulses, at which amplitude as many flexor motor axons as possible had been activated. T was then multiplied by a safety factor of 2.5-3 before the start of the passive force measurements. These stimulations were applied at multiple holding lengths (see Obtaining data across 3 full parameter ranges below) at which, because of the muscle's active forcelength curve, they induced different muscle contractions. Regardless of contraction amplitude, the active contractions always declined to zero force well before the beginning of the next measurement ramp.
The force ''re-sets'' were very small, 50-fold or more smaller than the forces induced in the measurement ramps. Because of this very small effect, we accepted data for the cases in which the stimulation failed to evoke a contraction. Because of this smallness, we also do not recommend this stimulation protocol as a standard procedure in this type of work, as it is the reason for the elaborate thorax dissection and nerve stimulation procedure described in Dissection and Set-Up above. However, in this first work describing how to obtain data for wide ranges of movement position, velocity, and amplitude, we wanted to control for all possible artifacts.
Dependence on movement velocity
These tests were performed with muscle stretches as described above, but with different ramp velocities. Nine joint angular velocities (50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 800, and 1200 /s) were tested at each muscle length level ( Figure S2C) , with a break of 12 s between the end of the 3 rd ramp at one velocity and the start of the 1 st ramp at the next. Obtaining data across 3 full parameter ranges The physiological range of movement is 30 to 170 and we sampled it at 20 movement amplitude intervals. All ramps ended at 170 . Ramps beginning at 30 thus gave the following pairs of measurement position and movement amplitude: [50 ,20 ] , [70 ,40 ] The entire set of measurement position and movement amplitude pairs is thus the following 28 data points: [50 ,20 ] ; [70 ,20 ] and [70 ,40 ] ; [90 ,20 ] , [90 ,40 ] , and [90 ,60 ] ; [110 , 20 -80 at 20 intervals] (four points); [130 , 20 -100 at 20 intervals] (five points); [150 , 20 -120 at 20 intervals] (six points), and [170 , 20 -140 at 20 intervals] (seven points). At each of these locations in the measurement position:movement amplitude plane, force in response to nine joint velocities was taken, for a total of 252 data points in the four-dimensional (muscle) space defined by measurement position, movement amplitude, movement velocity, and force. The dataset also included the data points for steady-state passive force, which depend only on measurement position, eight points (30 -170 in intervals of 20 ), for a total of 260 data points in the entire dataset.
The forces for each of these 260 points were obtained exactly as indicated by the above accounting and Dependence on position and movement amplitude and Dependence on movement velocity above. The muscle was held at a certain length and steady-state and transient forces obtained at this length. The muscle was then moved to a new holding length and a new set of steady-state and transient forces obtained. The process was repeated until the entire range of values had been obtained. In the example shown ( Figure S2D ), this process began at a 170 holding length. This length gave only the steady-state force for 170 . Muscle holding length was then moved to 150 . From this length the steady-state force for 150 and transient forces for ramps from 150 to 170 were obtained. The 150 holding length thus gave nine transient force points: measurement position 170 , movement amplitude 20 , and nine movement velocities. Muscle holding length was then moved to 130 . From this length the steady-state force for 130 and transient forces for ramps from 130 to 170 were obtained. The 130 holding length thus gave 18 transient force points: measurement position 150 , movement amplitude 20 ; measurement position 170 , movement amplitude 40 , both at nine movement velocities. This process was continued until data for a holding length of 30 were obtained.
Transitions between holding lengths were made using 0.1 mm/s ramps. After a new holding length was achieved, to measure muscle steady-state passive force at each length, the muscle was left unstimulated for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 min at 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 130, 150 , and 170 , respectively.
Protocol repetition
The protocol described in Dependence on position and movement amplitude, Dependence on movement velocity, and Obtaining data across 3 full parameter ranges above was called one trial ( Figure S2D ). Four trials were performed in each experiment (Figure S2E) . Trial duration was about 64.5 minutes and the muscle was rested for five minutes between trials. To verify the data were not biased by ramp sequence and timing, the sequences described in Dependence on movement velocity and Obtaining data across 3 full parameter ranges were reversed in every other experiment. In the first sequence order (termed ''REG''), holding lengths started at 30 and ended at 170 and angular velocities at each holding length increased from 50 to 1200 /sec. The second sequence order (termed ''INV,'' used in the experiment shown in Figures S2A-S2E ) was a mirror image of REG, with holding lengths starting at 170 and ending at 30 and angular velocities at each holding length decreasing from 1200 to 50 /sec. The REG and INV protocols were implemented in Spike2 sequencer scripts which were in turn generated by Scilab 5.5.1 scripts.
The INV sequence order was used for Flexors no. 2, no. 4, no. 5, no. 7, and no. 9 and the REG sequence order for Flexors no. 1, no. 3, no. 6, no. 8, and no. 10. The INV and REG forces obtained at each of the 252 transient passive force measurement conditions described above were compared with unpaired Student's t tests and in the linear mixed effect analysis explained in Statistical significance of muscle force on position, movement amplitude, and velocity. Significant differences between the INV and REG data were never present. The across-muscle variability shown in Figures 5 and S6 is therefore not due to the order in which the data were obtained, and any dependence on sequence order must be less than the across-muscle variability. Both INV and REG data were therefore included in all mean calculations (Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and S6) . Tests for muscle response reproducibility Because of the large number of ramps performed to obtain the flexor passive force data, great care was taken to test for muscle performance stability across the stimulation protocol. To test for intra-trial changes in muscle response, we measured before and after each trial the force response to four stretch patterns (N1-N4; N3 shown in Figure S3 ) that mimicked natural swing movement profiles reported in prior work. Three of these are FT joint data (during treadwheel forward walking, Figure 5 of [34] ; during restricted treadwheel stepping, Figure 1 of [62] ; during free walking, Figure 5b of [63] ). To include a pattern with a larger movement range, we also used one set of thorax-coxa joint data (during free walking, Figure 5b of [63] ).
These natural length changes are smooth curves that are difficult to program in Spike2. We therefore approximated them with sequences of conjoined ramps (minimally 8, maximally 31) of different durations and slopes (in Figure S3 the two ramps at the beginning of the length increase are particularly visible).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Data Analysis
Data were plotted as individual experiment data or as means ± standard deviation. Data from all 10 flexor muscles were used in all averages. Fits in Figure S5 performed in Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software) and significances of fits in Origin (OriginLab).
Spike2 Data Gain, Post-Processing, and Export Data were digitized using a Micro 1401-3 AD converter (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). Length and force data were sampled at 12.5 kHz, nerve stimulation data at 2.5 kHz, and a digital channel was used to mark test pulses, the start and end of the experiment, and to make annotations. A custom written Spike2 script with the inputs ''time of experiment start'' and ''trial length'' was employed to export data of the individual trials to comma separated value (CSV) text files. At this point any offsets in the length trace were compensated for by setting the offset to the average length at the end of each trial. That velocity and accelerations during extremely slow and fast movements were within predicted ranges was verified as follows: the length channel was duplicated twice and the two new channels were individually post-processed to obtain movement velocity and acceleration, the velocity channel by applying the Spike2 inbuilt slope function once with a time constant of 0.009 s and the acceleration channel by applying the slope function twice with time constants 0.01 s and 0.001 s. After this check the data were downsampled to 1 kHz and exported using the Spike2 inbuilt linear waveform interpolation function.
Matlab Post-Processing
All data post-processing and visualization except for the joint angle movement simulation (see below) was done in MATLAB 2010b. Data for each individual ramp were separated using a cut-list file with start and end times of the ramps relative to trial start. Each of these ramps typically contains data for multiple data points, e.g., the 400 /s, 30 to 170 ramp has data for movement amplitudes of 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, and 140 . The data for each movement amplitude were then separated and stored in individual CSV files containing unique ramp id, start position, end position, movement amplitude, and stretch velocity. Filtering In most stretch conditions a damped oscillation around 50 Hz, and an undamped oscillation around 150 Hz, were visible in the force responses to the ramps. The across-preparation constancy of these frequencies indicated the oscillations were not a property of the muscles, but instead artifacts. The damped 50 Hz oscillation was filtered out by subtraction of a damped sinusoidal oscillation from the raw force signal as follows: The filtered and unfiltered portions of the force records were linearly blended over 8 ms (8 time steps) at the beginning of the oscillation appearance (usually at the first sharp rise in force) and at ramp end using a blend matrix:
Parameters of the damped oscillation (scaling factor, damping factor, frequency and period shift with regard to the force response) were optimized using the MATLAB fminsearch function which finds a minimum of an unconstrained multivariable function in a derivative-free method. The optimization goal was to minimize the integral of the 2nd derivation of the force signal. This optimization process was checked visually and adjusted if necessary for the force responses to all ramps in Trial 2. Filtered force traces were visually indistinguishable from the raw data except for the disappearance of the 50 Hz oscillation. In some cases, the 50 Hz filtering was omitted because the MATLAB fminsearch function could not find a filtering optimization around 50 Hz. For instance, filtering always failed when the remaining ramp duration after oscillation onset was shorter than one period of the sinusoidal oscillation and often failed when the remaining ramp duration after oscillation onset was shorter than two periods of the sinusoidal oscillation.
When the 50 Hz filtering was applied, the 150 Hz component was also always filtered out using a IIR-notch filter of the MATLAB DSP toolbox using a quality factor of 2.0. The filtered and unfiltered portions of the signals were blended with a blend time of 5 ms (5 time steps) as described above for the 50 Hz filtering. Finally, all force data were low-pass filtered with a moving average filter with a width of 3 ms (3 time steps).
No attempts were made to filter out occasional small discontinuities in the force responses of no obvious source not related to the 50 Hz and 150 Hz oscillations.
Matlab Data Extraction
Constructing force/torque tables Steady-state passive forces were extracted as follows: the time required for passive force to reach an approximately steady-state value was set individually for each start position (see Obtaining data across 3 full parameter ranges). Steady-state force at each muscle length was defined as the mean force over the last 5 s (5,000 data points) of this time interval.
For each ramp chosen for analysis, the following data were extracted automatically from the filename of the ramp data and the ramp data themselves: ramp id, ramp start and end position ( ), ramp movement amplitude ( ), ramp velocity ( /s), minimum and maximum muscle length (mm), muscle length at ramp start and end (mm), muscle movement amplitude (mm), muscle velocity at ramp start and end (mm/s), muscle maximum velocity (mm/s), muscle maximum acceleration (mm/s 2 ), total and transient force at ramp start and end (mN), minimum and maximum total passive force (mN), minimum and maximum transient passive force (steady-state forces subtracted) (mN), muscle total and transient only (steady-state torques subtracted) maximum joint torque (mN$m), total and transient joint torque at ramp start and end (mN$m). Data were extracted directly (e.g., muscle forces) except for data that required joint geometry transformations (e.g., joint torques). Forces at ramp start and end were averaged across 3 ms (3 time steps).
Stability of muscle performance
We calculated the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) between the pre-and post-trial force responses to the physiological stretches (purple and green traces in Figure S3 , see Tests for muscle response reproducibility above) for all four (N1-N4) physiological stretches in all four trials ( Figure S4 ). For all the physiological stretches, Trial 1 pre-and post-trial muscle responses differed the most. Trial 2 and 3 pre-and post-trial muscle response differences were much smaller and typically comparable, with Trial 4 differences showing larger differences for some experiments. The increased response difference in some Trial 4 data is likely due to the muscle beginning to rundown during this trial (Trial 4 began > 3h after experiment beginning). The relatively small pre-post differences seen in Trials 2 and 3, and the similarity of their magnitudes, makes rundown an unlikely explanation for the change in muscle properties that occurred during Trial 1. An alternative explanation is that the stretches in Trial 1 alter some slow property in the flexor, and by the end of Trial 1 this property is at the level appropriate for the stretch sequence present in the trials (that is, regardless of muscle state before Trial 1, Trial 1 always drives the muscle to one specific state). Once driven to this level, subsequent trials simply bring the muscle back to it, and hence are repeatable. In order to use the earliest data in the experiment in which pre-and post-trial differences had become small, Trial 2 (yellow box, Figure S2E ) data were used in all analyses (Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6, S2, S4, S5, and S6).
A slow activity dependence is also seen in isolated dog aortic rings, in which consecutive stretches and releases gradually shift the force-length hysteresis loop until a stable force response characteristic is obtained [64] . Two processes are hypothesized to explain this process: a) slow extension of elastic or viscoelastic structures already parallel to the stretch plane and b) realignment of springlike structures into the stretch direction. In physics, the term ''stress-softening'' describes a similar phenomenon. When gum and carbon-filled rubber samples are cyclically stretched and released, increasingly lower forces are needed to stretch the material to the same strain in successive elongations [65] . Reorganization of polymer networks has been proposed as a mechanism.
Two mechanisms proposed to generate muscle passive force also have molecular characteristics that could produce activitydependence in passive force responses. Stretch of elastic protein motifs in muscle giant proteins, e.g., titin in vertebrates [66] and a variety of proteins in invertebrates [67] , are believed to play a major role in generating passive forces. Repeated length changes could induce state changes in these proteins (e.g., in the percentage of their IgG motifs that are in the condensed versus open state) that would change their passive force responses. Passive force generation recently has been also ascribed to changes in the orientation of the connective tissue overlying muscle fibers [68] . Again, repeated length changes could induce changes in molecular interactions in this tissue, and thus activity-dependence in passive force responses.
It is important to stress that the changes caused by this activity dependence are quantitative, not qualitative. In particular, the hillshaped torque versus joint angle, movement velocity, and movement amplitude surfaces shown in Figure 5 are also present in the Trial 1, 3, and 4 responses, just with shifts in maximum torque amplitude and the exact shape of the hill. Hence the velocity profiles obtained by the interaction of extensor data with flexor data obtained from Trial 2 ( Figure 6 ) would qualitatively be also present with flexor data in the Trial 1, 3, and 4 muscle states. Across-animal whole muscle comparisons The animals had varying body mass and length. It was possible that force responses would differ globally across animals, e.g., that larger animals would generate globally larger responses. We tested this possibility by calculating for each muscle a Reference Force, defined as the mean of force responses to ten ramps chosen to well represent swing movements in natural stick insect walking: the 70-130 and 90-150 ramps with velocities of 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 /s in each experiment's Trial 2.
Body mass increased with body length ( Figure S5A ). The data were significantly fit (p = 0.012) by a power law with an exponent of 3.2, close to the 3 expected with perfect allometry. However, fits with linear or exponential functions were also significant (p = 0.016 and 0.012, respectively). Thus, although these data show that body mass increased with body length, they were unable to reveal the relationship of this dependence. There was no relationship between Reference Force and body length ( Figure S5B , p = 0.658) or mass ( Figure S5C , p = 0.46). The data of all ten animals were therefore pooled without normalization by body mass. Statistical significance of muscle force on position, movement amplitude, and velocity We used R [69] and lme4 [70] to perform a linear mixed effects analysis [71] of the relationship between muscle force/torque and velocity, position and movement amplitude. When performed on the raw force data, substantial heteroscedasticity was present. Log transformation removed the heteroscedasticity, and the statistical analysis was therefore performed on log transformed data (see table) . As fixed effects we tested time index, regular versus inverted condition, and velocity, position, and movement amplitude individually and in all possible interactions. Experiment number (animal) was used as a random effect. Visual inspection of residual plots revealed neither deviations from homoscedasticity nor normality. P values were obtained by likelihood ratio tests of the full model with the effect in question against the model without the effect in question.
Linear mixed effects analysis of the relationship between muscle force/torque and velocity, position, and movement amplitude.
Matlab Data Plotting
The individual and mean dependencies of flexor muscle force and torque on position, velocity and movement amplitude were used in MATLAB to plot the 2 and 3D figures (Figures 2, 3, 4 , 5, and S6). Color sets were optimized for color-blindness [72] [73] [74] . Plot labels, ticks etc. were fine-tuned in Inkscape v0.91 (publically available) or Canvas X (Deneba Software).
FT-Joint movement simulation
Swing movements were simulated using Scilab 5.5.1. The goal was to determine angular velocities at which passive flexor and active extensor torques were equal at discrete joint positions (30-170 in 20 intervals). The following assumptions were made: d Flexor muscles were completely passive, i.e., without neural activation, a reasonable assumption for the middle leg [37, 75] . d Extensor muscles had a constant activation through the simulation. In vivo extensor muscle activations during swing may change [45] [46] [47] 62] , but this assumption allowed us to concentrate solely on muscle-dependent effects.
The flexor simulation was based on the data presented here. Extensor active and passive steady-state forces (transient forces are assumed to be negligible during muscle shortening) were calculated from the muscle model presented in [39] . Extensor torque was calculated from the known extensor moment arm [14] .
FT joint angular velocities in the movement simulations were calculated as follows. The extensor torque versus joint angular velocity curves and flexor torque versus joint angular velocity curves at angles of 30 to 50, 70, 90, 110, 130, 150, and 170 were calculated. The intersection of the extensor and flexor curves for each joint angle gave the joint angular velocity and torque to which the system evolved at that joint angle during swing (see text associated with Figure 6A for a detailed the curves for joint angles of 50, 70, 90 , etc. thus predicted the velocities at each joint angle for a movement beginning at 30 and ending at 170 . Torque versus joint angular velocity curves were plotted in Scilab. Ticks and other figure details were fine-tuned in Inkscape v0.91 and Canvas X (Deneba Software).
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Data of the ten flexor muscles examined have been deposited at Mendeley Data (https://doi.org/10.17632/twt6sshcbm.1).
